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FrankenWordsTM
  The Compound Word Laboratory

Use this fast-paced matching game to help your kids experiment with compound words 
and strengthen their vocabulary. A set of 48 playing cards is included in this free download!



FrankenWords™ 
Demo Game 

Contents: 48 Word Cards 

Object: Score points by finding short words that combine to make 
longer words. The first player to score five points wins! 

What Are FrankenWords? 
They’re compound words that you create from combining the short 
words on two cards. Here is an example- 

+ = farmhouse

Now that you know how to create a FrankenWord, get ready to start 
finding them as fast as you can! 

Setting Up 
Using scissors, carefully cut out the 48 word tiles from the 4 sheets 
provided.  Shuffle the word cards, then build 16 stacks of three cards 
each in a 4 by 4 grid pattern on the table. 

Playing 
1. On the count of three, all players race to be first to find two cards
that, when combined, create a FrankenWord. 

2. The first player to find a FrankenWord calls out the words on the
two cards, then takes those cards to keep for the rest of the game. 
Each FrankenWord scores one point. 

Now count to three again, and keep playing. 

Can’t Find any FrankenWords? Just shuffle or restack as many piles 
as you want, then count to three and continue playing. 

Who Wins? 
The first player to score five points by creating five FrankenWords 
wins the game. Congratulations on a monster achievement! 

!
!!house!

!
!!farm!



House OUT OVER

WORK BACK HAND

SIDE BOARD HEAD

LINE MAN UP



BREAD CAKE COAT

COOK CORN CUP

CUT DAY DOOR

DROP EYE FARM



BED DOG DOWN

FALL FIRE FISH

FLOWER HIGH HORSE

LAND LIGHT OFF



SEA SNOW TAKE

TIME UNDER WATER

WAY AIR ARM

BALL BOAT BOOK




